Known errors in third printing

Date of this list: July 28th, 2006

Page 91, eighth bullet: Replace "RM Prescription 11" by "RM Prescription 9".

Page 114, production rule for <summary>, line 2: Replace <scalar exp> by <exp>.

Page 115, first bullet, lines 1-2: Replace <scalar exp> by <exp> (twice).

Page 115, para. beginning "For SUM", line 1: Replace <scalar exp> by <exp>.

Page 115, para. beginning "The suffix", line 4: Replace <scalar exp> by <exp>.

Page 259, typo in numbered list at top of page (item 16): "Substitutability".

Page 374, penultimate line should be in code font, not Times Roman.

Page 376, replace penultimate block of code by the following:

```plaintext
( EXTEND ( r COMPOSE s )
    ADD ( D FROM Y AS D, E FROM Y AS E, ..., F FROM Y AS F ) )
{ A, B, ..., C, D, E, ..., F }
```

(The changes are in the 2nd line.)

Page 390, 1st block of code (beginning TUPLE): 2nd line should have a terminating comma.

Page 508, production rule for <summary>, line 2: Replace <scalar exp> by <exp>.

*** End *** End *** End ***